A Clifford algebra has three major multiplications: inner product, outer product and geometric product. Accordingly, the same Clifford algebra has three versions: Clifford vector algebra, which features on inner products and outer products of multivectors; Clifford bracket algebra, which features on pseudoscalars and inner products of vectors; Clifford geometric algebra, which features on geometric products of vectors and multivectors.
Previous proofs of this theorem are either classical Euclidean, or based on dynamic database and forward chaining (e.g., the full-angles method in [2] ). No algebraic proof has ever been found, although theoretically, an algebraic proof is "very easy" to establish: by symmetry we only need to prove that a, b, c, d are cyclic; since the coordinates of ABC ∩ADE can be explicitly expressed by those of A, B, C, D, E, we have
a = a(A, B, C, D, E), b = b(A, B, C, D, E), c = c(A, B, C, D, E), d = d(A, B, C, D, E),
so an algebraic proof is reduced to verifying the Plücker equality: |ab| |cd| ± |ac| |bd| ± |ad| |bc| = 0, where |ab| denotes the distance;
i.e., 0 |ab| |ac| |ad| |ab| 0 |bc| |bd| |ac| |bc| 0 |cd| |ad| |bd| |cd| 0 = 0. This is a task of pure algebraic computing.
Clifford bracket algebra
Let V n be a real nondegenerate inner product space of dimension n, G n be the Clifford algebra generated by V n . The bracket of a multivector A is defined by
Let a 1 , . . . , a m be indeterminates in V n , m ≥ n. The Clifford bracket algebra generated by the a's is the quotient of the polynomial ring generated by all nonzero brackets [a i 1 a i 2 . . . a in ] and all inner products of vectors a i · a j , by the two-sided ideal generated by the following generalized Grassmann-Plücker relations:
The following relations are generated by the above ones:
where σ r is a permutation of 1,
We will use only the Clifford bracket algebra for the homogeneous model below. Let R n−1,1 be nD Minkowski space, N = {a ∈ R n−1,1 |a 2 = 0, a = 0} be the set of null vectors. Fixing f ∈ N , the set
is projectively homeomorphic to R n−2 . So
• The homogeneous model of Euclidean geometry has three versions:
Projective version: N f . For collinear and co-spherical relations only.
The corresponding Clifford bracket algebra in the homogeneous model is the quotient of the polynomial ring generated by all nonzero brackets [a i 1 a i 2 . . . a i n ] and all inner products of vectors a i · a j for i < j, by the two-sided ideal generated by the generalized Grassmann-Plücker relations and the squares of the a's.
Some bracket expressions
There are several important bracket expressions that occur in geometric constructions. Below we present two of them. From now on, n = 4.
By a generalized circle we mean a circle or straight line in the plane, by a generalized point we mean a point or the point at infinity represented by f . Let b be the other generalized point other than a at the intersection of generalized circles aa 1 a 2 and aa 3 a 4 if they intersect, or a if they are tangent to each other (two parallel lines are tangent at the point at infinity). 
Theorem proving with Clifford bracket algebra
For geometric theorems of linear constructive type, i.e., the coordinates of newly constructed points can be explicitly expressed by those of previously constructed ones, Clifford bracket algebra can provide amazing simplification in eliminating points sequentially by shortening expressions, and by producing more factors to make the expressions more decomposed.
We present below two examples. According to X.-S. Gao, they are the only two theorems whose proofs are theoretically easy by any current algebraic method but whose computing cannot be finished by any kind of software and hardware currently available in research institutes. 
we get
The underlined expressions in the first step are generically nonzero factors of [abcd] , and are removed in the subsequent step. The last step can be finished with Maple V.5 installed on a Pentium III/500MHz IBM compatible PC, and takes 0.045 seconds.
The nondegeneracy condition of the proof is that 12a, 23b, 34b, 41a must be triplets of pairwise different generalized points, and 123ab, 134ab are quintuplets of non-cyclic generalized points.
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We can go one step further to get a beautiful formula by normalizing c, d in (3.10):
(3.12)
Theorem. For 6 generic generalized points a, b, 1, 2, 3, 4 in the plane, let c = 12a
Example 2. The five-circle theorem in the beginning of this chapter. We need to prove [abcd] = 0.
First we compute a = AB1 ∩ AE5 and eliminate constrained points from the brackets:
(3.14)
By symmetry, b can be derived from a by interchanging A ↔ B, C ↔ E: The nondegeneracy condition of the proof is that ABC, BCD, CDE, DEA, EAB are triplets of non-collinear points. It must be pointed out that both theorems can be elegantly proved in a completely coordinate-free manner in a few lines with our pure algebraic method. The results will be presented in another paper, where several new bracket expressions are constructed and the corresponding groups of relations from the generalized Grassmann-Plücker relations are established.
